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22V DIGITAL LITHIUM
ORANGE

Model: 2723/00
Code: 00P272300AR0
EAN: 8003705119314

Ariete's 22V Digital Lithium cordless electric broom will become your irreplaceable ally in house
cleaning. The digital motor with double suction power and triple filtration system guarantees
maximum efficiency in cleaning the house. In just a few steps, the cordless vacuum cleaner becomes a
practical portable handheld vacuum cleaner, ideal for vacuuming dust from shelves, sofas or car
interiors, using the 3 different brushes supplied, designed specifically for different cleaning purposes:

Motorized brush with soft roller and LED lights to vacuum on the most delicate floors
Motorized brush with bristles and LED lights to better illuminate and vacuum up residues and
finer dust from floors, rugs and carpets
Pet Brush to collect and hold pet hair
Effective textile accessory for reviving and vacuuming sofas and armchairs
Spout for crevices to reach the most hidden corners of the house
Support for hooking to the wall, which allows you to conveniently store the cordless electric
broom and always have it at hand to use it when you need it most.

The effectiveness of the 22V Digital Lithium electric broom on all surfaces is perfected by the 3-level
filtration system, consisting of a metal filter, a fabric filter and a high efficiency Hepa filter, which
allows you to vacuum dust and , at the same time, releasing cleaner air into the house for the well-being
of the whole family.

Product specifications

Voltage 22.2V
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Digital motor with double suction capacity ✔

Motor power 200W

Battery Li-ion / Li-ion 2200 mAH

Triple filtration metal filter, fabric filter, Hepa filter

Tank capacity 1 L

Speed 2

Cleaning cycle duration 35 '(Min) -20' (Max)

Charging time 4 h

Battery level LED indicator ✔

Motorized brush with bristles and LED lights ✔

Motorized brush with soft roller and LED lights ✔

Brush for animal hair ✔

Fabric accessory ✔

Spout slots ✔

Aluminum tube ✔

Wall support with integrated accessory holder ✔

Product length 26.00 cm

Product width 18.00 cm

Product height 105.00 cm

Product weight 3.48 Kg

Box weight 4.63 Kg

Master weight 20.01 Kg

Master pieces 4

Pallet pieces 48

20 container pieces 892

40 container pieces 1852

40H container pieces 2160
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